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INTRODUCTION 
In this paper, we show that GL(n, K) is geometrically reductive over 
any field k. We begin with a short discussion of the history and significance 
of the problem. 
There are two central problems in the qualitative theory of invariants: 
Hilbert’s 14th problem and the qualitative study of quotient varieties 
under the action of an algebraic group. 
Hilbert’s 14th problem asks: If G is a subgroup of GL(n, k) and G acts 
on R = k[x, ,..., XJ by substitution of variables, is the subring of R 
left fixed by G finitely generated over k ? 
Nagata has shown that the answer is negative, even in characteristic 
zero [5], therefore, the determination of the groups for which the answer 
is positive becomes a substitute for the original problem. In characteristic 
zero, the theory is quite well developed due to the efforts of Hilbert and 
many others, among them H. Weyl and D. Mumford. Let us say that an 
algebraic group G is linearly reductive if every rational G-module is 
semisimple. For such groups, Hilbert’s 14th problem has a positive 
solution and the theory of quotient varieties is particularly well developed. 
In characteristic zero, it is a classical theorem of Weyl [12, Chap. 71 that 
a semisimple group G is linearly reductive. More generally, if the radical 
of G is a torus, then G is linearly reductive. Groups whose radical is a 
torus are called reductive, but in characteristic p > 0, they are not 
linearly reductive in general. In fact, Nagata [6] has shown that in 
characteristic p > 0 the only linearly reductive groups are extensions 
of a torus by a finite group of order prime to p. Therefore, a weaker 
notion than linearly reductive has been introduced. 
DEFINITION. An algebraic group G over a field k is geometrically 
reductive if it has the following property: If U is a finite-dimensional 
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rational G-module and u is a nonzero relative invariant in U, then there 
is a relatively invariant form f on U such that f (u) # 0. (An element x 
of a G-module is relatively invariant if kx is a G-invariant subspace.) 
For G to be linearly reductive means precisely that the form f in the 
definition can be taken to be linear. The importance of geometrically 
reductive groups stems from the fact that much of the classical theory 
can be developed for them. For example, Nagata has shown that for a 
geometrically reductive algebraic group, Hilbert’s 14th problem has a 
positive solution [7]. On the other hand, the geometric theory of quotient 
varieties under a geometrically reductive algebraic group has been 
developed by Seshadri [ll] and Mumford [4]. In the same book [4, p. iii], 
he makes the following conjecture. 
MUMFORD'S CONJECTURE. ,4 reductive algebraic group is geometrically 
reductive. 
As the preceding remarks indicate, this would be a substitute in 
characteristic p > 0 for Weyl’s theorem that in characteristic zero, a 
semisimple group is linearly reductive. The only nontrivial case verified 
before 1974 was GL(2, K), by Seshadri [lo]. In the latter part of 1974, 
Haboush verified the conjecture in general [3]. We were not aware of his 
work when we wrote this paper, which verifies the conjecture for 
GL(n, k) for all n. Our proof seems to be quite different and more 
elementary than his, although we have not obtained his comprehensive 
result. 
The idea of our proof came from two sources, the development by 
Doubilet, Rota, and Stein of the first fundamental theorem of invariant 
theory in characteristic p > 0 [l], and the development by the second 
author of the invariant theory of matrices [8,9]. The second author 
became convinced that a certain amount of noncommutative algebra was 
needed. It turned out that what the result required, was a generalization 
of a theorem of the first author on the group algebra of the infinite 
symmetric group [2]. 
Here is a brief outline of the proof. We work over SL(n, k) rather 
than GL(n, K) since then, relative invariants become absolute ones. 
That is, we verify the conjecture for invariant elements rather than 
invariant one-dimensional subspaces. It is known that if SL(n, k) is 
geometrically reductive, so is GL(n, K), since SL(n, K) is a closed normal 
subgroup of GL(n, k), and GL(n, K)/SL(n, R) = K*, which is geometrically 
reductive. Alternatively, our proof can be modified to give a direct proof 
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for GL(n, k); this involves the technical inconvenience of considering 
nontrivial one-dimensional modules over GL(n, k). 
The heart of the proof is in Section 1, where the conjecture is proved 
for the r-fold tensor product Vc8’ = I’ @ *.* @ V, where V = Kn with 
G = SL(n, k) acting by left multiplication and the action of Vcr is the 
diagonal one. There is a canonical isomorphism of G-modules 
G acts on End( VOr) as a group of inner automorphisms. The subalgebra 
Z; of End( V@) generated by S, , the symmetric group on Y letters 
(acting on V Or by permuting tensors), is formed of G-invariant elements. 
The classification theorem of Doubilet, Rota, and Stein allows us to 
define a nonzero invariant 6’ E (V ) * BP, which has the property that 
@(e @ U) E L’r whenever u is an invariant of Vc,r. At this point, we 
invoke a result that says that although ,Zr is not necessarily semisimple, 
it is “stably” semisimple, in the sense that the direct limit of the L’r 
is semisimple. More precisely, if a: is a nonzero element of Zr , there is 
an m 3 0 and a p E Z,.+,,Z such that c$ is not nilpotent. 
This result, applied to cx = @(0 @ u), implies that some coefficient T 
(other than the leading one) of the characteristic polynomial of 
@(0 @ U) * /3 E End(V@(r+m)) is nonzero. Finally, the invariant form f on 
V@” that does not vanish on u is defined by 
f(e) = .(@(O @ 21) . p>. 
The proof is completed in Section 2 by showing that every rational 
SL(n, K)-module is isomorphic to a submodule of a direct sum of tensor 
powers V Ori This is basically an exercise in multilinear algebra. It is a . 
variant of what is classically known as “the general method of introducing 
covariant arguments.” The final section contains a proof of the group 
algebra result used in Section 1, and is independent of the first two 
sections. 
We have tried to make the paper self-contained modulo the theorem 
of Doubilet, Rota, and Stein. Therefore, we have reproduced some 
proofs of well-known facts without giving explicit reference to their 
source. Finally we remark that the linear reductivity of SL(n, K) in 
characteristic zero follows from the proof, as does the fact that in charac- 
teristic p > 0, the required form f may be taken to have degree a power 
of fi. 
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1. THE MAIN THEOREM FOR A SPECIAL CLASS OF MODULES 
In this section, we prove the Main Theorem for tensor powers of the 
“fundamental” module over G = SL(n, K), where k is an infinite fieId 
of arbitrary characteristic. More precisely, we prove 
THEOREM I. Let V = k’” with its canonical structure as a module over 
G = SL(n, k), and let G act diagonally on Vc r. Suppose u is a nonzero 
invariant of Var. Then, there is a homogeneous G-invariant form f on Vllr, 
of positive degree, such that f (u) f 0. 
Before proceeding with the proof, we make some remarks about 
G-modules. If iVl is a G-module, its dual M* is canonically a G-module 
with the action of G given by 
where u E il4, 4 E iVl*, g E G, and :< , > denotes the evaluation map 
M ic: M* -+ k. More generally, G acts on the vector space of homogene- 
ous forms on 44 (of some degree) by 
f”(u) = .f(s-‘u)* 
where f is a form on M, u E M, g E G. On tensor products of G-modules, 
the action of G is always the diagonal action; likewise on the exterior 
powers AkM of M. Finally, for G = SL(n, k), every one-dimensional 
G-module is trivial; i.e., it is isomorphic to k (with all elements of k 
G-invariant) because there are no nontrivial homomorphisms from G 
into the multiplicative group of k. Although the isomorphism is not 
unique, we will usually identify such a module with k. In particular, 
if M is an m-dimensional G-module, A”M will be identified with k. 
For M = kn we will employ the usual identification e,fl e.. fle, = 1, 
where {er ,..., e,L} is the standard basis of k”, and we do the same for (km)*. 
We now give some examples of invariant elements of Pzr when 
r = hn is a multiple of n, the dimension of V over k. Since V@’ is 
canonically isomorphic to ((V*)Rr)* as a G-module, we can define 
elements of V@’ implicitly as linear forms on (V*)@‘. In case r = hn, let 
CT E Shn 7 the symmetric group on (1 ,..., hn}, and define the linear form 
u(u) on ( V*)@7tn by 
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If g E G, det(g-l) = 1, and so 
g-lyql ... Ag-ldn = $&A ... ArJn. 
This shows that U(U) defined above is invariant, since 
Any linear combination of the elements U(U) is likewise an invariant. 
The first fundamental theorem of invariant theory, as proved by 
Doubilet, Rota, and Stein [l], in a characteristic-free approach, asserts 
that these are all the invariants of V@” (in characteristic zero, this is a 
classical result [ 12]).l 
THEOREM 2 [l, Sect. 91. With the above notation, nonxero invariants 
of VOT exist if and only if Y = hn is a multiple of n. In this case, the space 
of invariants is spanned by the elements u(u) defined above. 
In the spirit of classical invariant theory, we now connect the first 
fundamental theorem with the representation theory of the symmetric 
group. Consider the ring End(V@‘). It is canonically a G-module with 
the action given by 
k .4(v) = Bb(eJ))~ 
for OL E End(V@?), g E G, v E V @r. The left action of G on V@’ identifies 
G with a multiplicative subgroup G of End(V@r); then, the action of G 
on End( V@) is via the inner automorphisms induced by G. Let Zr denote 
the subalgebra of End( V@Jr) spanned by the elements of the symmetric 
group S, . A permutation u E S, is identified with the endomorphism of 
V@ defined by 
“(V, @ ... @ VJ = vg-l(l) @ .** @ vo-l(T) . 
The elements of Zr are G-linear maps; in other words, they are invariant 
elements of the G-module End( V@‘). 
For every integer m there is a G-linear embedding 
j: End( V@) -+ End( V@(r+m)) 
given by 01---f 010 l,, where 1, is the identity on V@*. Note that j 
maps ZY into Z1T+nL . In the sequel, we will identify &. with j(Zr) and drop 
the symbol j altogether. 
1 Note added in proof. It has been pointed out to us that the result we used was already 
contained in Igusa [13]. 
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There is a commutative diagram of canonical G-isomorphisms 
defined by 
where V, u E V&l’, 4, q/~ E (V*)‘,‘, a: E End(V@), and ( , ) denotes the 
evaluation map M x M* ---t h, for M = V^ r @ (V*)B? on the left side, 
and M = V@* on the right side. 
The next lemma would be superfluous if we had at our disposal the 
first fundamental theorem for mixed invariants, as in characteristic zero. 
Instead, we use Theorem 2 and show 
LEMMA 3. Let 0 E(V )- * ‘sJ”‘~ be the invariant dejined implicitly by the 
formula 
(q @ ‘.. @) Vhn , s> = (vlA ... AZ’,)(V,+,fl .” Aa,,,) .‘. (%n-n+lfl ... ~v’kn). 
Suppose u is any invariant of VEhn. Then, @(O @ u) lies in Zh, . 
Proof. By Theorem 2, we may assume that u = U(C) for some 
CT E Sh, . Since @ = B-lA, we must show that A(0 @ u(u)) E B(Zhn). Let 
v @ $!J = v1 @ ... lg vkn @ ybl @ ‘.. @ $hhn E I’@hT* @ (VV*)@~~l. 
Then, 
(V 0 ~4 46 0 u(u))) = (v, 0(+), #>, 
= (vd *.. &J .‘. (z!h”r--n+lfl .” htn)(~&)~ ... 44d 
‘.. ($4dhn--n+1vJ ... 4”(7d 
Wl’9/3-3 
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Hence, 
where the ap are certain elements of k (depending on the particular 0). 
On the other hand, if p E S,, , then 
We are now ready to prove Theorem I. We need Proposition 7 whose 
proof is given in Section 3. It asserts that, if 01 E Z’, there is an m 3 0 
and a P E z(r+,,L such that $I E End( V~~((T+n~) is not nilpotent. Here, as !’ 
mentioned earlier, we consider &. C Z+,,, via the G-map End(V@r) + 
End( VF@‘+7n)) defined by z - cy @ I ,,, . 
Proof of Theorem 1. 
Suppose u E 5/@ is a nonzero invariant. By Theorem 2 and Lemma 3, 
r = hn and @(e @ U) E Zh, , where 8 is as in Lemma 3. ds(0 @ U) # 0, 
since 0 and u are both nonzero and @ is an isomorphism. By Proposition 7, 
there is a /3 E Z,+% such that @(f? @ U) - p is not nilpotent as an element 
of End( V\c (7f?n)). Thus, some coefficient T of its characteristic polynomial 
(other than the leading one) is nonzero. The T is clearly a homogeneous 
form on End( V@: W+W ) and it is invariant under the group of inner 
automorphisms. 
We define a form f on VBhn by the formula 
f(v) = @ye @ v) . p). 
By construction,f(u) # 0. It remains only to show thatfis G-invariant. 
Suppose g E G and let J be the element of End( VP u~~+~)) defined by 
E(U) = gv. The g commutes with ,8 since p E A’r+nl , and the action of g 
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on End( V@(kn+m)) is via the inner automorphism induced by S; i.e., 
g * 01 = @g-l. Final1 y, Cp is a G-isomorphism and 6’ is G-invariant. 
Therefore, 
j”(v) = f(g-Iv) = T(@(8 @g-b) . p) = +qg-10 @g-b) . p) 
= $((g-‘@)(B @ v)) . p) == T(g-l@(e @ v) g/3) 
: T(g-‘cj(e @ v) /3g) = .(@(e @ v)) = J(v). 
The proof is therefore completed. 
Remark 1. If an element of an Artinian ring is not nilpotent, then 
some multiple of it is idempotent. Hence, we may assume that e = 
@(0 @ U) * p is idempotent. Then, the characteristic polynomial of e is 
X~(X - l)“, where h is the rank of e. This shows that in characteristic 
zero, we may take T to be the trace and so we recover the fact that 
SL(n, k) is linearly reductive. 
In characteristic p > 0, let 12 = p’q, where ( p, q) = 1. Then, the 
resulting coefficient has degree pr and so we see that the form can be 
taken to have degree a power of the characteristic. 
Remark 2. If G is any algebraic group, I7 is a G-module and T,. = 
End,( Pr), we have a direct limit algebra T = inj lim T, . If T is 
Jacobson semisimple, the conclusion of Theorem 1 holds, provided 
we know that the existence of a nonzero invariant in Var implies the 
existence of a nonzero invariant in ( Y*)yr. 
. 
2. S'L(n, k) IS GEOMETRICALLY REDUCTIVE 
This section is devoted to proving our main result. 
THEOREM 4. Let U be a jinite-dimensional rational SL(n, k)-module 
and let u be a nonzero invariant in U. Then, there exists an invariant homo- 
geneous form f on U, of positive degree, such that f (21) + 0. In case k has 
characteristic p > 0, the degree off may be taken to be a power of p. 
We will say that a G = SL(n, k)-module I?.! has property A if it 
satisfies the conclusion of the above theorem. Thus, Theorem 1 says 
that the modules VBr have property A. We will reduce the general case 
to that one. 
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PROPOSITION 5. Let M and N befinite-dimensional rational G-modules. 
(a) If M satisjes A and N is a submodule of M, then N satisfies A. 
(b) If M and N satisfy A, then M @ N satisjies A. 
Proof. Both assertions are trivial. For (a), it suffices to observe that 
any form on M restricts to one on N. For (b), suppose u = (ZI, zu) is a 
nonzero invariant in nil @ N with, say, ZJ # 0. If f. is an invariant form 
on M withf,,(v) + 0, then the form f on M @ N defined byf(x, y) = 
f,(x) has the required property. 
Having made these remarks, Theorem 4 will follow from Theorem 1 
once we show 
THEOREM 6. Let Ci be a jinite-dimensional rational G-module. Then, 
U is G-isomorphic to a submodule of a direct sum of tensor powers V@i. 
Proof. Let W = V”; as a G-module, W is isomorphic to M%(h), 
with G acting by left multiplication. The ring of polynomial functions 
W -+ k is G-isomorphic to the symmetric algebra S( W*) on the dual 
space of W, with its canonically induced G-action. 
S( iv*) = 12 @ sy W”) @ S”( w*) @ . . . 
is a graded ring, where SP( W*) is a G-quotient of (W*)sj”. 
The ring A of polynomial functions on the algebraic variety G is 
G-isomorphic to S( W*)/I, w h ere I is the ideal generated by det(x) - 1. 
(Recall that the action of G on A is given by fg(h) = f (g-lh), where 
f E A, g, h E G.) 
Let {5+9 ,..., &) be a basis for b ‘*. For m E U, define &(m) E A by the 
formula 
I = &(h-‘m). 
The map j: U + AS defined by 
is G-linear and it is an embedding since the elements +i form a basis 
for U*. Let 
S( iv*), : k @ sy W”) @ ‘. . @ sy( w*>, 
and let A, denote the image of S( W*), in A. Since U is finite dimensional, 
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the image j( U) of C’- 1’ les in (A,)” for some 4. Furthermore, since TV* = 
(v*)n, 
Y(w*) = @ ,“I( y*) ,z, . 0 ph( p). 
p~~“, +,,=p 
Thus, A4, is a homomorphic image of a direct sum of tensor powers of I--*, 
so we have a diagram 
where j is injective, n is surjective, and the ri are certain integers. 
dt this point, we make a general remark. Suppose ,O is a finite- 
dimensional G-submodule of a G-module M, and {ql ,..., CJ~~ is a basis 
for 0. Then, g,A *a* Aq, is G-invariant, and so the map M --f A’+lM 
defined by 
is a G-homomorphism. Since its kernel is clearly Q, this show that iVl/Q 
is G-isomorphic to a submodule of Al+lM. In other words, any G- 
quotient of a finite-dimensional rational G-module n/r is G-isomorphic 
to a submodule of an exterior power of A?. 
In particular, the above diagram shows that (A,)” (and hence U) is 
isomorphic to a submodule of Al+‘( QJ( V*)‘s7i). But A’+l( @( V*)~I~,) is 
a direct sum of modules of the form 
Thus, the theorem will be proved if we can embed a factor Aj((V*)@p) 
in a tensor power of V. 
This is accomplished as follows. Let wz = dim(V*)%p and form the 
pairing 
This is a nondegenerate pairing that induces a G-isomorphism between 
Aj((V*)‘z:‘) and [,!Pj(( V*)@p)]*. Further, the dual of the onto map 
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is an injection 
Finally, combining the above maps gives a G-injection 
and the theorem follows. 
Remark. The theorem just proved applies more generally to any 
algebraic subgroup G of GL(n, k), p rovided the following modifications 
are made. 
(1) For a general subgroup, there is an embedding G + 
oi ( WTc @ N{), w ere Ni is a one-dimensional G-module. h 
(2) If G C SL(n, k), one may take all the Ni to be isomorphic. 
(3) In particular, if all one-dimensional G-modules are trivial, then 
the conclusion of the theorem holds. 
3. THE GROUP ALGEBRA OF THE SYMMETRIC GROUP 
This section contains the result announced before the proof of 
Theorem 1 and used in the proof of that theorem. It is independent of 
the rest of the paper. 
Let k be a field and V = k”. Following the notation of Section 1, for 
every I’ the symmetric group S, acts on V@r; equivalently, VBr is a 
k[S,]-module. Recall that Zr is the algebra spanned by the elements of S,; 
it is the image of k[S,] in End( PP). 
We take a fixed basis (z’r ,..., z)~) for V and for each Y we take the set 
of all zli, @ vi, @ ... @ zli, as a basis for V@;‘. 
PROPOSITION 7. If  01 is a nonzero element of Z; , then there is a t > 0 
and a p E Sr+t C ZT+, such that C@ E ET+, is not nilpotent. 
Proof (by . d t’ m UC ion on n, the dimension of I’). We will prove the 
apparently stronger statement 
(*) For some t 3 0, a E k, and p E Sr+l, aolp fixes a nonzero 
element of VT(r+l). 
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For n = 1, (*) is clear since W’ is one-dimensional. For the inductive 
step, assume that (*) is true (for all Y) for the action of ST on VP’, where 
V, is the subspace of V spanned by (uZ ,..., r;,}. Note that VF’ is &.- 
invariant and the induced module structure is the one for which the 
inductive hypothesis is assumed. 
Choose a basis vector z’ = z’~, @ z’~, @ **a @ ‘L’~,, of T/IsT such that 
(1) a(~)’ # 0, and 
(2) &%mong all basis vectors of v’x” not annihilated by a, the 
number p of occurrences of vu1 is minimal. 
If p = 0, in induces a nonzero map on VA- I’ and we are done by 
induction, so we assume that p > 0. By replacing 01 by y&? for suitable 
y, 6 E S,. (for if (*) holds for yaS, it holds for ol), we may further assume 
that 
where w is a basis vector on V2’f (Q = Y - p), and that 
where u is a nonzero element of V,$ (1 and x is a linear combination of basis 
vectors of Wr that do not begin with p occurrences of or . 
Consider S, x S, C S,. , where S, is the group of permutations of 
(I,... , p> and S, is the group of permutations of {p + l,..., r}. S,, :r’ S, 
is precisely the set of those permutations of S,. that map no element of 
{I )... , p] to an element of [p + I,..., Y>. Let T: S, x S, + S, be the 
projection onto the second factor and also the induced homomorphism 
of group algebras n: K[S, >: S,] + k[S,]. Finally, let [&,a I u E ST) be 
an element of k[S,I inducing 0~. We will also denote it by cx since no 
ambiguities arise. Let x,, == (&~,a ~ u E S, < S,) and let ~r = a - Y,, . 
In Eq. (3) z’r @ ... @ z’r @ u = u,(e:) and x = X,(V). Moreover, since 
permutations in S1, , leave fixed tensors of the form z’i @ ... @ ~r @ y, 
Note that ~(01”) E K[S,J and ~T(NJ induces a nonzero endomorphism 
of Vc’q. By the inductive hypothesis there are t 3 9, a E k, and p E S, 
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such that a+ol,)p fixes a nonzero y E VP’. Since S, is the group of 
permutations of (p + I,..., p + q> we take S, to be the group of 
permutations of {p + l,..., p + t>. We then use the fact that V$)’ is 
isomorphic to ZIP @ .a* @ ZIP @ Vft C V@((p+l) as a K[S,]-module. 
and since p fixes I,..., p, 
On the other hand, 
where x E V@(P+~) is a linear combination of basis vectors that do not 
begin with p occurrences of vu1 . 
Let 7 E S,,,, be the permutation interchanging (p + l,...,p + t> 
with {p + t + l,..., p + 2t) in the given order. Clearly, T fixes 
nl @ ..a @ z~r @ y @ y. Furthermore, aoipr annihilates 2 @ y since 
p~(z @ y) is a linear combination of basis vectors of Vc(p+2t) with 
strictly less than p occurrences of v1 in the first p + q = I’ places, and 
we originally chose p so that cy. annihilates all such vectors. Hence, 
aap+olp(v, @ ... @ v1 @ y GJ y)) = aLxp(vl @ ... (3 vu1 @ y @ y + u” @ y) 
= aqJ(v, @ *.* @ v1 cgjy By), 
and so aolp~ fixes the nonzero vector aolp(v, @ -a- @ cl @ y @ y) in 
V@((P+~~), completing the induction. 
Remark. This proposition is a generalization of the (Jacobson) semi- 
simplicity of k[S], where S = u S, [2]. For, if 
Z(r, n) = annihilator in K[S,] of the module (K”)a7, 
then, I(n) = ur I(Y, n) is a two-sided ideal of k[S] and Proposition 7 
says that k[S]/I(n) h as no nil ideals. Since k[S]/l(n) is the direct limit 
of the Artinian rings k[S,]/I(r, n), t i s nil radical is equal to its Jacobson 
radical. Hence, k[S]/I( n IS semisimple. Finally, k[S] itself is semisimple ) . 
since n f(n) = 0. 
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